Our Executive Group Coaching
program gives you the opportunity to
work ON your ministry, not just IN it.
With your Coach and other likeminded leaders, you’ll work through
seven key topics designed to
help you:
raise more funds (on average 25%+)
communicate more clearly
engage your board at a higher level
and many more benefits!

[1] You First: Develop a personal growth plan that supports
your life.
[2] Clarity is Key: Staying in your lane, having a clear vision,
and knowing what a win looks like is vital to a sustainable
ministry.
[3] Focus Leads to Funding: One page of focused words will
help you raise more money and recruit better board members.
[4] Normal People Can Raise Money: The way we approach
fundraising with strategy and accountability can make or
break your ministry.
[5] Relationships First, Money Second: Developing a donorcentric organization allows you to focus on your donors and
increase retention.
[6] Your Board is Your Megaphone: The quality of your
organization will not rise above the quality of your board.
Tuition: $2,400
(payment plans available,
pay in full to save $200)

[7] New People Brings New Perspectives: Rotation is a healthy
and natural way to prevent stagnation and gives the board
opportunities for renewal.

Meet Your Coach - Ric Olson
Ric has in depth strategic and visionary leadership experience within multiple disciplines
combined with numerous measurable accomplishments and outcomes achieved within
various economic environments. His areas of accountability have included but not limited to:
health care, management, leadership development and training, accounting and finance,
project development, strategic planning, operational assessments, ethics and values initiatives,
information technology and day to day operations. His education includes a Master’s Degree in
Communications from Wheaton College, a Master’s Degree in Christian Thought and Bioethics
from Trinity International University and a CPA through the University of Illinois.

Enroll Here Or Visit MinistryVentures.org

rolson@lessons-learned-solutions.com

